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ABSTRACT 
 Data mining is process of extracting useful information from 

different perspectives. Frequent Item set mining is widely 

used in financial, retail and telecommunication industry. The 

major concern of these industries is faster processing of a very

large amount of data. Frequent item sets are those items which 

are frequently occurred. So we can use different types of

algorithms for this purpose. Frequent Item se

performed Apriori, FP-tree, Eclat, and RARM

the work in this paper, we have analyzed 

algorithms for finding frequent patterns with the purpose of 

discovering how these algorithms can be used to obtain 

frequent patterns over large transactional databases. This has 

been presented in the form of a comparative study of the 

following algorithms: Apriori, Frequent Pattern (FP) Growth

Rapid Association Rule Mining (RARM) and ECLAT 

algorithm frequent pattern mining algorithms. This study also 

focuses on each of the algorithm’s advantages, disadvantages 

and limitations for finding patterns among large item sets in 

database systems. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Data mining is a Process of analyzing data from different 

perspectives and summarizing it into useful information. 

mining has evolved in to an important area of research 

because of the theoretical challenges and practical 

applications associated with the problem of discovering 

interesting and previously unknown knowledge from real 

world databases. There are many technique of data mining 

such as Classification, Clustering, Association rule mining, 

Regression etc. 

1.1 Data Mining Task 
[13]

 
Data Mining is the semi-automatic discovery of patterns, 

associations, changes, anomalies and statistically significant 

structures and events in data. Data Mining as a term used for 

the specific set of tasks or activities as follow
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Data Mining 

Data mining is a Process of analyzing data from different 

perspectives and summarizing it into useful information. Data 

mining has evolved in to an important area of research 

because of the theoretical challenges and practical 

the problem of discovering 

interesting and previously unknown knowledge from real 

There are many technique of data mining 

such as Classification, Clustering, Association rule mining, 

automatic discovery of patterns, 

associations, changes, anomalies and statistically significant 

structures and events in data. Data Mining as a term used for 

f tasks or activities as follow 

Fig 1: Data Mining Task 

1.2 Association Rule Mining
In Data mining, the definition of association rule mining finds 

interesting association or correlation relationships among a 

large set of data items. Association rule mining finding 

frequent pattern, correlations among the items or 

transactional database, or relational database. Association rule 

can create analyzing data for frequent pattern using the criteria 

Support & Confidence to identify 

indicating of how frequently the item appears in the 

Confidence indicates the number of time has been found. 

There are many algorithms used in association rule mining. 

The main goal of association rule mining is:
• Frequent item set generation

• Rule generation (Find large item set)

1.3  Frequent Itemset Mining
Frequent pattern mining has been an important subject matter 

in data mining from many years. A remarkable progress in 

this field has been made and lots of efficient algorithms have 

been designed to search frequent patterns in a transactional

database. Frequent pattern mining can be used in a variety of 

real world applications. It can be used in super markets for 

selling, product placement on shelves, for promotion rules and 

in text searching. 
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Data Mining Task [13] 

Association Rule Mining 
In Data mining, the definition of association rule mining finds 

interesting association or correlation relationships among a 

large set of data items. Association rule mining finding 

frequent pattern, correlations among the items or object in 

transactional database, or relational database. Association rule 

can create analyzing data for frequent pattern using the criteria 

upport & Confidence to identify the relationship. Support is 

indicating of how frequently the item appears in the database. 

Confidence indicates the number of time has been found. 

There are many algorithms used in association rule mining.  

The main goal of association rule mining is:
 

Frequent item set generation 

Rule generation (Find large item set) 

Itemset Mining 
Frequent pattern mining has been an important subject matter 

in data mining from many years. A remarkable progress in 

this field has been made and lots of efficient algorithms have 

been designed to search frequent patterns in a transactional 

database. Frequent pattern mining can be used in a variety of 

real world applications. It can be used in super markets for 

selling, product placement on shelves, for promotion rules and 
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Fig 2: various types of Algorithm used in association rule 
[1] 

2. RELATED WORK 
Since its introduction by Agrawal et al [1], it has received a 

great deal of attention and various efficient and sophisticated 

algorithms have been proposed to do frequent itemset mining. 

Among the best-known algorithms are Apriori, Eclat and FP-

Growth. 

The Apriori algorithm [2] uses a breadth-first search and the 

downward closure property, in which any superset of an 

infrequent itemset is infrequent, to prune the search tree. 

Apriori usually adopts a horizontal layout to represent the 

transaction database and the frequency of an itemset is 

computed by counting its occurrence in each transaction. 

FP-Growth [3] employs a divide-and-conquer strategy and a 

FP-tree data structure to achieve a condensed representation 

of the transaction database. It is currently one of the fastest 

algorithms for frequent pattern mining. 

Eclat[4] takes a depth-first search and adopts a vertical layout 

to represent databases, in which each item is represented by a 

set of transaction IDs (called a tidset) whose transactions 

contain the item. Tidset of an itemset is generated by 

intersecting tidsets of its items. Because of the depth-first 

search, it is difficult to utilize the downward closure property 

like in Apriori. However, using tidsets has an advantage that 

there is no need for counting support, the support of an 

itemset is the size of the tidset representing it. The main 

operation of Eclat is intersecting tidsets, thus the size of 

tidsets is one of main factors affecting the running time and 

memory usage of Eclat. The bigger tidsets are, the more time 

and memory are needed. 

Zaki and Gouda[5] proposed a new vertical data 

representation, called Diffset, and introduced dEclat, an Eclat-

based algorithm using diffset. Instead of using tidsets, they 

use the difference of tidsets (called diffsets). Using diffsets 

has reduced drastically the set size representing item sets and 

thus operations on sets are much faster. Eclat had been shown 

to achieve significant improvements in performance as well as 

memory usage over Eclat, especially on dense databases[5]. 

However, when the dataset is sparse, diffset loses its 

advantage over tidset. Therefore, Zaki and Gouda suggested 

using tidset format at the start for sparse databases and then 

switching to different set format later when a switching 

condition is met. 

Table 1: Comparative Analysis of Pattern Mining Algorithm 

 Apriori RARM ECLAT FP-Growth ASPMS 

Techniques Breadth first 

search and 

Apriori 

property(for 

pruning) 

Depth first search  Depth first Search & 

intersection of t-id 

Divide and Conquer BSM(Branch 

Sort Method) 

using merge 

method 

Database 

Scan 

Database is 

scanned for 

each time a 

candidate 

item set is 

generated 

Database is scanned 

few times to 

construct.  

Database is scanned few 

times 

Database id scanned 

two times only 

Database is 

scanned only one 

time 

Drawback -requires 

large memory 

space. 

 

-Too many 

candidate 

item set. 

-Difficult to use in 

interactive system 

mining 

 

 

It requires the virtual 

memory to perform the 

transaction. 

FP-Tree is expensive 

to build consumes 

more memory. 

---- 
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Advantages -Easy to 

implement. 

-Use large 

item set 

property. 

  

-No candidate 

generation. 

-No need to scan 

database each time 

-Database is scanned 

only two times. 

-It requires less 

memory. 

-Highly suitable 

for interactive 

mining 

Data format Horizontal Horizontal Vertical Horizontal Horizontal 

Storage 

structure 

Array Tree Array Tree(FP Tree) Tree(Asp tree) 

Time More 

execution 

time 

Less execution time 

as compared to 

Apriori & FP 

Growth 

Execution time is less 

than Apriori algorithm 

Less time as 

compared to Apriori 

algorithm 

Less execution 

time as compared 

to FP growth 

algorithm 

 

3. LITERATURE REVIEW 
Xiaofeng Zheng a, Shu Wang a*[2] In this paper first perform 

the Data mining used transport management. It’s application 

in transportation include :the use of cluster analysis to 

research vehicle satellite positioning data mining, the use of 

association rules to analyze accident cause analysis, 

association rule for traffic planning. The main aim is reduce 

storage and computing candidate set of Eclat and improve 

computing performance. This paper analyzes the association 

rule mining method and used Apriori algorithm and its 

optimization algorithm Eclat Algorithm. Zhigang Zhang, 

Genlin Ji*, Mengmeng Tang[3] In this paper to develop new 

algorithm MREclat. MREclat converts the transactional 

dataset first and divide the frequent 1-itemset into balanced 

group then redistribute records of converted dataset 

accordingly their prefix. Advantages: Improve the efficiency 

of mining frequent item set from massive datasets, parallel 

algorithm MREclat (Map Reduce Eclat).MREclat algorithm 

has high scalability and good speed. Disadvantages: MREclat 

improve only scalability, Implementation is very costly, 

Examination only of small itemsets tends, MREclat applying 

only reduce the map data. Limitations: MREclat working on 

only limited dataset, It cannot handle memory size. Dr. 
S.Vijayarani, Ms. P. Sathya[5] In this paper comparison 

between two algorithms: Eclat and Rapid association rule 

mining for finding frequent item sets in data streams. To show 

the final result RARM algorithm is better than Eclat 

algorithm. To introduce repeated scanning method is not 

possible in data streams than not possible to store data in data 

warehouse. The main focus of in this paper frequent item set 

mining used in data streams. Execution time and number of 

frequent items are the main performance factor of this paper. 
Kan Jin[6] For finding frequent item set efficiency is 

important. In this paper they develop new algorithm 

LOGECLAT for finding frequent pattern from continually 

updating database containing essential information about 

frequent patterns. LogEclat perform the better result compare 

to the Apriori algorithm. In short LogEclat algorithm indicates 

reduce the time of producing new database for the frequent 

item set and improve the efficiency. Mingjun Song, and 
Sanguthevar Rajasekaran[7] In this paper present a new 

algorithm implement for the transaction mapping algorithm. 

They have used vertical database representation. The 

transaction Ids of each item set are transformed and 

compressed to continuous transaction intervals using 

transaction tree and frequent item set are formed by 

transaction intervals intersection. The experiment are 

performed using different datasets and the results are 

compared with FP-Growth and Divide Equivalence Class 

algorithm which shows that TM algorithm gain sufficient 

performance improvement over the other two with short 

frequent patterns and some improvement with long frequent 

patterns.  

4. CONCLUSION 
We have analyzed the comparative study of various frequent 

patterns mining algorithms. A comparison framework has 

developed to allow the flexible comparison of Apriori, Eclat 

and FP-growth algorithms. Using this framework this paper 

presented the comparative performance study of these 

algorithms such as, Apriori, Eclat and FP-growth. This study 

also focuses on each of the algorithm’s advantages, 

disadvantages and limitations for finding patterns among large 

item sets in database systems. 
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